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Parts of Speech Review

What are the eight parts of speech?A.

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

B. Please fill in the blanks in the following sentences with the appropriate part of speech.

1. A is a word that expresses action or functions as a linking

element in a sentence.

2. A names a person, place, thing, feeling, quality, or concept.

3. A word that modifies or describes a noun or a pronoun is called a(n)

4. A(n) modifies or describes a verb, an adjective, or another

adverb. It can tell when, where, why, or how something happened.

5. A word that takes the place of a noun is called a _

6. The words and, but, or, and nor are examples of _

7. The words in, on, over, under, around, and between are examples of

8. If you drop something on your foot and you scream "Ouch!" you have used a(n)
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C. Please identify the part of speech of each italicized word.

1. The small boy wrapped the ribbon around the gift.

2. Gerald found his keys under the bed.

3. During the storm the river overflowed its banks.

4. Brenda lost her books last week.

5. The children fell into the fountain.

D. Use the Verb Test from Lesson 2 to determine which of the following words are verbs.

1. cars 10. believable

2. sleep 11. slowly

3. works' 12. drive

4. coffee 13. create

5. paints, . 14. completed "

6. ugly, 15. worry

7. broke 16. finishes

8. roses 17. beautiful

9. types 18. blinks

E. Use the Noun Test from Lesson 3 to determine which of the following words are nouns.

1. boat 9. leaves

2. large 10. reasonable

3. glasses, 11. __ quickly

4. driver. 12. driven

5. pnce· 13. nervous

6. healthy, 14. wrinkled
..--..

7. broken 15. __ religion

8. umbrella 16. counselor
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Transitive or Intransitive?

To determine whether a verb is transitive or intransitive, we must simply look at
the sentence. If the sentence has a direct object, then the verb is transitive. If
there is no direct object, then the verb is intransitive. The problem is that we
sometimes mistake an adverb for a direct object.

First, use the Sentence Keys.

1. What is the verb? Label it V. (Always find the verb first.)

V
Elliott writes frequently for practice.

2. Now ask who or what? and say the verb. The answer to your question is
the Subject=label it NS. In this case, ask "Who or what writes?"

NS V
Elliott writes frequently for practice.

3. Now say the Subject and Verb together and ask who or what? For
example, ask "Elliott writes who or what?"

a. If there is no answer to the question, there is no Direct Object-the
verb is intransitive. Label the verb Vi. Let's look at the example.

NS Vi adv. adv.---
Elliott writes frequently for practice.

(Don't be fooled by adverbs-They tell us when? where? why? or
how?)

b. If the answer to your question is changed or affected by the action
of the verb, then that noun or pronoun is the Noun Direct Object. In
our example, the noun note receives the action. Label it NDo.
Because the verb has an direct object, it is transitive; label it Vt.

NS Vt NDO
Elliott wrote a note to his supervisor.
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Sentence Keys

To find the pattern of a sentence, ask the following questions in order:

1. What is the verb? Label it V. (Alwavs find the verb first.)

V
Elliott writes frequently for practice.

2. Now ask who? or what? and say the verb. The answer to your question is
the Subject=label it NS. In this case, ask "Who or what writes?"

NS V
Elliott writes frequently for practice.

3. Now say the Subject and Verb together and ask who? or what? For
example, ask "Elliott writes who or what?"

a. If there is no answer to the question, there is no Direct Object--the verb
is intransitive. Label the verb Vi. Let's look at the example.

NS Vi adv. adv.---
Elliott writes frequently for practice.

(Don't be fooled by adverbs-- They tell us when? where? why? or how?)

b. If the answer to your question is changed or affected by the action of
the verb, then that word is the Noun Direct Object. In our example,
the word note receives the action. Label it NDo. Since the verb has an
object, it is transitive; label it Vt.

NS Vt NDO
Elliott wrote a note to his supervisor.

c. Finally, if the answer to the question who? or what? renames or
describes the Noun Subject, then we have a Noun Subject
Complement, which is labeled NSC. The verb is a linking verb, and
we label it LV. (Remember, linking verbs never, never express action.)

NS LV
Faith IS

NSC
a librarian.
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-rr-; Sentence Keys

1. Find the verb -+ V

~NS2. Say I Who or what + Verb?

~

3. Say INS + Verb + who or what?

a. No answer -+ VI

b. Word receives action---+ VT INDOI
"~- c. Wordrenames NS- LV INSC I

4. Find adverbs when?
where?
why?
how?
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Pattern Practice 1

Please identify the patterns in the following sentences. Also label adverbs.

NS Vi NS VT NDO NS LV NSC

1. Jesse and Martha drove to the mountains last month.

2. They stayed in a little hotel near a lake.

3. They are newlyweds.

4. Martha ran around the lake every morning.

5. Jesse walked on the hiking trails.

6. Finally they returned to the city.

7. Recently Lupe bought a house near the lake.

8. She travels to the mountains every weekend.

9. Lupe's neighbors are the Smiths.

10. Her cabin has a fireplace.

11. Lupe is an enthusiastic hiker.

12. Mr. Davis and Ms. Lopez are students at Mission College.

13. They have studied for their midterm all week.

14. Mr. Davis has written an interesting paper recently.

15. His friend has been reading a book each week.

16. The excellent students work hard in their class.

17. Lee and Russell have written their book reports.

18. They had read a novel several weeks ago.

19. Each is becoming a good writer.

20. Both have learned new writing techniques.

20. Tom Cruise is a famous actor.

21. The newspaper reviewed Tom Cruise's latest movie.

22. After the meeting three of the managers met in the conference room.

23. Paula and Christina will be throwing a shower for their sister.
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Pattern Practice 2

Please identify the patterns in the following sentences. Also label adverbs.

NS Vi NS VT NDO NS LV NSC

1. Jack has written several letters of application recently.

2. Paula and her study partners are studying the new chapter today.

3. The school choir will sing at the baseball game tonight.

4. Joe's sister is the manager of the building

5. After the movie the audience applauded loudly and enthusiastically.

6. Ollie's little brother plays soccer every weekend at the park.

7. Our teacher became the chairperson of the department.

8. Timothy left early last Tuesday.

9. The students needed new dictionaries.
-~.

10. The speaker is a famous author of children's stories.

11. Paige is driving to her mother's house right now.

12. The firefighters sprayed water on the burning building.

13. The union representative discussed retirement options at the conference.

14. Justine made several spelling mistakes on her essay.

15. Sylvester will remain the director of the program.

16. After the earthquake Shirley was shaking badly.

17. The math students are meeting tomorrow in the library.

18. Mrs. Lopez baked a huge chocolate cake for her son's birthday.

19. The baseball team won the championship last season.

20. The comedian told a long, funny story.

21. Three of my sisters went to Michigan for a high school reunion .

.------ 22. Louis is training three new employees this month.

23. After takeoff the jetliner crashed into an empty field.

24. The car slid across the icy road.
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Sentence Pattern Practice 3

Please identify the patterns in the following sentences. Also label adverbs.

NS Vi NS VT NDO NS LV NSC

1. Joseph reviewed the sentence patterns last night.

2. The angry customer stomped down the stairs.

3. In the morning Jack will be reviewing his tax documents.

4. William and his older sister went to the movies last night.

5. During the flight the pilot made an important announcement.

6. The old dictionary needs a new cover.

7. Dr. Pope spoke to the patient after the operation.

8. Luis and Maria are going to the Bahamas during the winter break.

9. Paul is our apartment manager.

10. Uncle Roberto will be the owner of the building.

11. Someone forgot this umbrella in my office.

12. After the movie we drove to the restaurant for dinner.

13. Bob and Karen are changing the color of their house.

14. During the summer Mrs. Reyes remained our business partner.

15. During the meeting some members were arguing quietly in the corner.

16. Jeffrey was sleeping in his camper after the earthquake.

17. During the movie the frightened audience jumped and screamed.

18. Oliver and Mr. Chung will be leaving next week.

19. Rosa spent her paycheck at the mall last week.

20. Mr. Young's daughter became the new soccer captain.

21. Prentiss often travels to Hong Kong for business.

22. The winner of the contest received a huge gold trophy.

23. Franklin will be studying the grammar exercises next weekend.

24. The dancer turned gracefully and dropped to the floor.
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Pattern Practice 4

Please identify the patterns in the following sentences. Also label adverbs.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

2l.

22 .
.-.

23.

24.

NS Vi NS VT NDO NS LV NSC

Lee and her sister ate the chocolate donuts.

The baseball team practiced for two hours.

The teacher reviewed the lesson yesterday.

William's brother is his best friend.

The business partners met last night.

Kevin flew to Detroit for the convention.

After the test we will review the next lesson.

Luis carefully finished the projects recently.

Joey will soon become a registered nurse.

The owner of the building is Jaime Orozco.

Two of the students left early today.

The supervisor sent the notice yesterday.

The children were screaming loudly.

Ray remains our general manager.

Near the door Tom found his missing ring.

After the earthquake people ran into the street.

Jeff waited for his daughter at the dentist's office.

Mr. Chung and his wife will be flying to Dallas next week.

Patty's mother sent a birthday card to her sister.

The soccer captain shouted loudly and enthusiastically.

Kay and her friends often talk for hours on the phone.

Lalo works every day at the restaurant.

Ubaldo often forgets his books and his homework in the car.

The cars sped recklessly down the street and slammed into the curb.
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Pattern Practice 5

Please identify the patterns in the following sentences. Also label adverbs.

NS Vi NS VT NDO NS LV NSC

1. Today Karapresented the paper in class.

2. Every day Jack works hard in his classes.

3. The Lees are painting the house right now.

4. Our teacher moved to Arizona last year.

5. Raj is the new owner of the baseball team.

6. During the drill people walked out of the building and into the street.

7. Dr. Lopez will see Sara's little boy today.

8. Sam's sister became a nurse recently.

9. We drove to the beach last weekend. -=>

10. One of the boys fell into the lake.

11. Joe tore his shirt during the game.

12. One of the managers complained about the coffee.

13. Amy and her best friend share a dorm room.

14. Lupe will speak to her teacher after class.

15. Ian will become the program manager.

16. Ollie is fishing in the lake right now.

17. Jeff remains the director of the project.

18. Both children have lost their front teeth.

19. Susan's new glasses are bifocals.
20. Star Wars was a thrilling movie. .r>;
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Sample Quiz A Unit 1

Please label the words in the sentences to identify the following patterns.

NS Vi NS Vt NDO NS LV NSC

1. The dessert will be a huge chocolate cake.

2. Theo studies the grammar exercises carefully.

3. Nancy and her sister moved to Florida last year.

4. The sleeping student snored loudly during class.

5. Mrs. Lopez became the director of the program.

6. Near the door Sam found his missing wallet.

Please answer the following questions.

1. What is a sentence? -------------------------------------

2. Every sentence has two parts: a and a----------------------

3. Two kinds of words can function as the subject ofa sentence:

and----------------------- ------------------------
4. Name the kind of word that must be in each predicate:
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Sample Quiz B Unit 1

Please label the words in the sentences to identify the following patterns.

NS Vi NS Vt NDO NS LV NSC

1. Jan's elderly father fell down the stairs last weekend.

2. Mario Lopez recently became the company president.

3. The children decorated the classroom for Halloween.

4. Martha IS the treasurer and the secretary for our club.

5. Next winter Maria and her sister are going to France.

6. The bank guard chased the suspect around the block.
~-

Please answer the following questions.

1. What is a sentence? ----------------------------------------

2. Every sentence has two parts: a and a

3. Two kinds of words can function as the subject of a sentence:

________________ and _

4. Name the kind of word that must be in each predicate:
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Sample Quiz C Unit 1

Please label the words in the sentences to identify the following patterns.

NS Vi NS Vt NDO NS LV NSC

1. The construction crew IS working In the city this week.

2. In December the Lopezes will visit relatives In Mexico.

3. The captain of the team was Josh Pelayo.

4. Manuel washed and polished his new car.

S. The new director of the program IS Sylvia Carlyle.

6. The firefighters drove to the scene of the fire.

Please answer the following questions.

1. What is a sentence? ----------------------------------------

2. Every sentence has two parts: a and a

3. Two kinds of words can function as the subject of a sentence:

________________ and _

4. Every predicate must have a ---------------


